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1. Welcome & Introduction

2. Why Collaborate

3. Partnership Approaches 

4. Barriers and Challenges 

5. Wrap up

Today’s schedule

Learn

Connect

Share

Discuss

Be inspired



Program Overview 

2. Current State: Where are you now?

Capabilities 
and attitudes 

towards 
partnering

Current 
partnering 
activities

Supporting 
mechanisms, 

incentives, and 
rewards

Motivators and 
barriers 
towards 

partnerships

1. Desired future state: Where would you like 
to go?

3. Future state: How do you get there?

Identifying concrete actions and 

opportunities to develop a roadmap and 

implementation plan 

Partnership 
Goals 

Partnership 
Approach

Desired Partner 
Criteria

Partnership 
Support 

Structures

Program Kick-
Off

Touch-point 
event

Program 
Close

Roadmap 
workshop

Focus Group

Survey

Analysis & 
Reporting

Bespoke 
Training 

Workshop

Final 
Mentoring 

Session 
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UIIN 
Conference & 

Alumni 
Meeting



Why do we 
collaborate?



Why Collaborate?

Academic

• Informs their teaching

• Provides new insights for 

research

• Improves reputation

• Source of research 
funding

• Ensures impact of 
research to society

Industry

• Identify, recruit and 
integrate graduates who 
fit their needs

• Raises brand profile 

• Upskilling competencies 
of staff

• Access to latest 
research, discoveries, 
innovation and activities

University

• Improve relevance of 
teaching and research

• Source of funding

• Increase employability

• Improve brand

• Enhance impact of 
research to society

Students

• Improves relevance of 
study and job 

competencies

• Enhances future job 
prospects and 
employability

• Improves
entrepreneurial abilities



Why Collaborate?

Academic

• Informs their teaching

• Provides new insights for 
research

• Improves reputation

• Source of research 
funding

• Ensures impact of 
research to society

Industry

• Can identify, recruit and 
integrate graduates who 
fit their needs

• Raises brand profile 

• Upskilling competencies 
of staff

• Access to latest research, 
discoveries, innovation 
and activities

University

• Improve relevance of 
teaching and research

• Source of funding

• Increase employability

• Improve brand

• Enhance impact of 
research to society

Students

• Improves relevance of 
study and job 
competencies

• Enhances future job 
prospects and 
employability

• Improves
entrepreneurial abilities
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Society
• Enhances job creation

• Stimulates economic growth 

• Increases living standards

• Increases productivity

• Increases social cohesion



University 

Management

To obtain funding / 

financial resources

Gain new insights for 

research

Get access to new 

technologies and 

knowledge

To improve graduate 

employability

Use my research 

in practice

Improve our 

innovation capacity

To use the university´s 

research in practice

Address societal 

challenges and issues

Access new 

discoveries at an 

early stage

Motivators of external engagement

Academics Business

8.1

8.1

8.0

7.8

7.7

7.1

7.6

7.6

7.1

Scale: 1 = “Not at all relevant” to 10 = “Extremely relevant”
Largest study on University-Business Collaboration(2018)

by Davey, Meerman, Orazbayeva, Galan-Muros



Advanced Metropolitan 

Solutions Institute
Amsterdam, The Netherlands

AMS is a unique collaboration between knowledge institutions 

(Technical University Delft, Wageningen University and MIT), 

business (Cisco, Shell, IBM, ESA) and public stakeholders.

- Stakeholders committed $300m+ for 10 years
- Collaboration is embedded in the DNA

- Focus on benefits to society and business



Strategic Partnership 
Approaches 

Moving from transactional to strategic



Ways of working together

Mobility of staff Joint curriculum design and delivery

Collaborative R&D

Entrepreneur spin-in

Student start-ups

R&D licensing

Academic spin out

Innovation competitions

Testing service

R&D consulting

Strategic partnershipsRELATIONAL

TRANSACTIONAL

Research-driven Education-driven

Dual-study programs

Bespoke teaching

Industrial PhDs | Chairs

Resource sharing (incl. institute co-location, science/industrial parks, incubators, accelerators equipment)

Sponsorships

Hackathons

Lifelong learning
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Partnership Stairway Model

STRATEGIC 
PARTNERSHIPS

LINKAGES

INTERACTIONS

AWARENESS

COLLABORATION / 
ENGAGEMENT

Extent of collaboration

Type of interaction

Institutional commitment 

Timescale 

Extent of relationship

Stakeholders involved

C
o

m
m

it
m

en
t

Time to develop

Singular act Reciprocal act
Reciprocal 

development
Joint act Joint development

No interaction Random interactions
Planned / ongoing 

interactions
Working together Partnership

Informal Informal Informal / formal Formal Formalised commitment

No activities
Initiation of short-term 

activities
Short- / medium-term Medium- / long-term Long-term

Analytical / 
informational

Analytical / 
informational

Operational Tactical Strategic

Academic / Laboratory Academic / Laboratory
Academic / Laboratory 

/ Dean / Faculty
Dean / Faculty Rectorate / University



Student projects with business

• Financed curricula-bound projects 

support research at the centre and 

increased student employability:

• Projects overseen by a PhD student, 

managed by Master students, 

executed by Bachelor students

• Focus on research

• Weekly interaction with clients

• Access to talent and project outcomes 

for clients

Discovery Panel – Discovering new 

market for research

• Students “shape-up” research from 

universities to identify and develop 

potential markets:

• Combines theoretical instruction and 

live project work

• Working together with partners:

• University researchers or industry 

stakeholders with innovations on 

the shelf

• Entrepreneurial start-ups testing 

concepts

• SMEs looking for new opportunities

Starting small



Dairy Crest & Harper 

Adams University 

• Dairy Crest (DC), a leading British 

dairy company

• Looked to develop capability in 

foodtech and food security

• Started cooperating in joint 

research and development R&D 

projects with a local university, 

Harper Adams University in 

Shropshire

• DC also provided additional 

education input to the design and 

delivery of curricula

• Set up a £4m (€4.8m) innovation 

centre on the campus of Harper 

Adams University

• Aims to deliver 10% of year-on-year 

growth through new product 

development; with scientific 

research, technology and product 

development at the core of this 

objective

• The partnership has been awarded 

the ‘Most Innovative Contribution 

to Business-University Collaboration’ 

category in the Times Higher 

Education (THE) Awards 2016



SAAB – Linköping University
Linköping, Sweden

The regional embeddedness of Linköping University

• Linköping University leads an HEI-driven regional innovation system

• The University has a strategic relationship with Saab 

• Saab managers also work as adjunct professors 

(20% of their time is spent at the University). They:

- Sit on university boards, 

- Teach in courses, 

- Supervise theses, 

- Mentor researchers and students

• “Industrial PhDs” (who spend 50% of their time in Saab’s workplace and 

half at the university department), collaborative projects and co-

publications are further avenues of cooperation

• Students become more employable (even directly) from programs

• SAAB becomes a more engaging place to work and so improves their 

staff recruitment and retention.



Key barriers and 
challenges to 
partnerships



Commonly faced challenges – University perspective 

SUPPORT & REWARD

Low incentives to engage 

with external partners

Lack of awareness of 

opportunities or how to 

approach partnerships

Low awareness of 

university strategic 

partners

External partnership 

activities not always 

recognised or rewarded

Examples of successful 

partnerships aren’t always 

shared and 

communicated across 

the university

Inconsistent and unclear 

approaches towards 

management of strategic 

partnerships

CULTURE
STRATEGIC 

PARTNERSHIPS



Strategic Partnership Challenges – Business perspective

BUSINESS PERSPECTIVE

What are the main challenges 

for corporates in building 

strategic partnerships with 

universities?

• Maintaining strategic partnerships

• Streamlining the relationship 

• Scalability of relationships 

• Differing timescales

• Incentive structures at universities

• Absorptive capacity of companies

• Maximising impact for all 



Partnerships don’t (naturally) work

Misalignment of:

• expectations

• risk profile

• time orientation

• mindset

• goals

• attitude to rules

So how can we support them (sustainably)?



When entering relationships

• Start on common ground

• Transparency on goals/ interests

• Clear articulation of what each party 

wants to achieve

• Take time to understand the other 

party's objectives

• Jointly agree upon objectives and 

success measures

• Invest time into exploring and finding 

shared priorities to work on

When collaborating 

• Focus on a few topics instead of 

trying to cooperate on everything

• Honest evaluation along the 

process

• Scheduled and structured quarterly 

business review 

• Account management/key 

account model needs to work on 

both sides

• Open and transparent 

communication

Strive towards mutual benefit!

Mutual Expectations | Insights from universities & industry



Q&A

DISCUSSION ON KEY 

TAKE AWAYS


